Flickstiq Sponsor Kit

Who is Flickstiq?
At Flickstiq, we are dedicated to Video Game Streaming and Cloud
Gaming. Our mission is to elevate the gaming experience of our audience.
We believe that Game Streaming is going to play an important role in the
future of gaming. Flickstiq exists to teach Gamers how to take advantage of
the products and technologies that are used in Game Streaming and Cloud
Gaming. We do this by introducing them to the companies that are
influential in these industries. Our audience relies on us to provide them
with News, Reviews, and Guides for everything involved in streaming
games.

What kind of Influencer is Flickstiq?
Flickstiq is made up of Authorities that have expertise in Game Streaming
and Video Games. We come from backgrounds in Networking, Journalism,
and Web Development. We pride ourselves in delivering valuable
information that is accessible. Our industry is notorious for being full of
tech-geeks that are very knowledgeable, but fall short when it comes to
communicating that knowledge to others. We are proud of the fact that
virtually anyone can follow one of our guides and have a successful Game
Streaming experience.

Who is our Audience?
Our content appeals to male Gamers that range from 18-34 years of age.
We have a world-wide influence that extends to many countries.

How can we help you?
Flickstiq’s influence in our market creates opportunities for partnerships
and sponsorships. If you are a Cloud Gaming company, we can introduce
our audience to your product. We provide an overview of your features, and
showcase Gameplay on your platform.
Game Developers can also benefit from what we offer. Game Streaming
doesn’t stand on its own. We test various Games and demonstrate how
they perform in the Cloud. Cloud Gaming creates a unique opportunity for
developers. Our audience is not burdened with the financial responsibility
of expensive gaming hardware. Instead, they are free to focus their
spending on software.
And although we just mentioned that our audience doesn’t need expensive
gaming hardware, we didn’t say that they don’t need hardware. Flickstiq is
interested in partnering with hardware companies that produce potential
streaming clients and accessories. These can range from computers to
mobile devices and controllers. If you think that your product could be
useful in Game Streaming or Cloud Gaming, then we’d love to test it and
talk about it to our audience.

Our Services
At Flickstiq, we are flexible and open to a variety of partnership
opportunities and sponsorships. We accept both product and monetary
compensation for our services. Those services include (but are not limited
to):
● Product Reviews
● Gameplay Videos
● Guides
● Product Testing
● Social Promotion
● Opinion Articles
● Spotlight Promotion
If you are interested in partnering with our Brand, send us an email (or
written mail) with your proposal. Compensation is discussed on a
case-by-case basis.
Contact Information:
Email: Josh@flickstiq.com
Written Mail: PO Box 302 Holland, OH 43528

